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ABSTRACT
A vast majority of the literature on technology usage has found evidence that when
individuals rely heavily on technology usage there is a cost to cognitive processes in the areas
of attention, learning, and memory (Sparrow, Liu, & Wegner, 2011; Kuznekoff & Titsworth;
2013; Eyyam & Yaratan, 2014). However, the literature lacks depth in understanding the
relationship between technology and wayfinding. This study that investigated the relationship
between wayfinding and mobile device usage.
Participants completed several questionnaires that assessed wayfinding strategies, spatial
anxiety, and familiarity of the environment of which they navigated in. Additionally,
participants also completed several questionnaires that assessed for their technology use and
dependency on technology such as nomophobia. After completing the questionnaires,
participants were asked to study a map of the UA campus and develop a route that they would
take to Marrs Spring. Next, participants were asked to leave their phones in the laboratory and
began to navigate to the destination displayed on the map. Researchers followed the participants
as they found their way to the destination and recorded the time taken to complete the
wayfinding task and also recorded the route taken by the participant. When participants returned
to the laboratory, they were asked to verbally recall as many landmarks as possible. Finally,
participants were asked to draw out the route that they took going to and from Marrs Spring.
It was predicted that those who report to experience nomophobia would recall less from
their surrounding environment. Through a correlational approach, researchers found supporting
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evidence that there was a negative relationship between measures of nomophobia and
remembrance of the landmarks recalled when traveling to and from the destination.
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS
M

Mean: the sum of a set of measurements divided by the number of measurements in the
set; arithmetic average

N

Sample size

p

Probability associated with the occurrence under the null hypothesis of a value as
extreme as or more extreme than the observed value

r

Pearson correlation

SD

Standard deviation: value of variation from the mean

t

The number of standard deviations in a t-distribution that the sample mean deviates from
the mean stated in the null hypothesis
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Less than
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Greater than
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Equal to

WF

Wayfinding
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Working Memory
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Memory Task

VRT Verbal Recall Task
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Spatial Memory
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Route Memory
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1. INTRODUCTION
Over the course of time, technological advancements have made a global impact on
society. As of October 2014, 64% of Americans owned a smartphone, 32% owned an e-reader,
and 42% owned a tablet computer. Interestingly, 67% of smartphone owners check their phones
frequently even when they have not received any messages. Moreover, 44% of smartphone users
sleep with their phones next to their bed so that they may be readily available to remain
connected when contacted (Pew Research Center, 2015). With the prevalence of mobile devices,
it is worth noting that technology may be both empowering yet also detrimental to an individual
on a social and cognitive level.
Today, the average person with access to broadband Internet can “Google” anything
easily and learn new information in any instance. Additionally, the ability to retrieve and send
information from anywhere in the world has provided countless opportunities for the
collaboration and communication of ideas and can also help in maintaining relationships from
afar. Nonetheless, with anything that brings benefits, it is important not to overlook the
consequences that result from frequent behavior. Since technology usage is a behavior that
individuals engage in and behavior has been found to change the structure of the brain, it is
important to assess how mobile device usage is affecting cognition; specifically this study is
interested in examining its relationship to spatial memory.
The literature in mobile devices usage and its relationship to spatial memory is lacking
empirical evidence. Empirical approaches would elucidate the relationship between the two
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variables – mobile device usage and spatial memory. This paper will review some of the
cognitive processes that have been notably affected by the overuse of digital technology.
When Internet technology first emerged, it was used to coordinate federal networking.
For example, the intended use of the Internet was to convey and relay information, however, it
took on a greater role in our everyday lives. (Leiner, Cerf, Clark, Kahn, Kleinrock, Lynch,
Postel, Roberts, Wolff, 2009). Current research has identified the way in which cognitive
processes and behavioral characteristics that have been affected by the influx of mobile device
usage. These characteristics are attention, behavioral well-being, learning, and memory.
Although the literature has covered a breadth of research in the various ways that technology
usage affects cognitive processes, there has been little to no research in analyzing the direct
relationship between technology usage and cognitive processes related to spatial cognition such
as wayfinding and spatial memory.
This review will explain the cognitive processes that have been influenced by the overuse
of technology such as mobile devices. Next, it will identify wayfinding and how spatial memory
is related to wayfinding. Finally, this review will examine the relationship between an
individual’s mobile device usage and spatial memory.
Attention and Technology Usage
Mobile device usage has expanded the ways in which we communicate socially and
professionally. It has also provided individuals with instant access to information via the Internet
(Wei & Lo, 2006). This advantage has been observed to increase the activity of mobile device
usage over time. For example, three quarters of Americans go online several times a day and on
average they spend at least five hours on smartphones per day (Pew Research Center, 2015;
Andrews, Ellis, Shaw, & Piwek, 2015). The online activity may range from surfing the web
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recreationally, working from a desktop, contacting a friend or relative, or searching for
information. Often times, individuals shift quickly from one activity to the next while not fully
engaging in any one activity.
A common example of multitasking that occurs in the everyday life of an average college
student is taking notes in class while engaging in activities on their mobile device during a
lecture. One study analyzed the student’s ability to retain information by measuring the detail of
notes that the student could acquire and manipulated the variable of either having their phones
present or absent during a lecture. The findings of this study suggested that students who
engaged in mobile device usage (i.e., smartphones), recorded and recalled less information than
students who were not using their mobile device. (Kuznekoff & Titsworth, 2013).
Another daily task that has been affected by excess mobile device usage is driving.
Driving requires being attentive to the surrounding environment, signage, and other cards on the
road. The U.S. Department of Transportation has reported that there has been an estimate of
3,477 fatalities resulting from distracted driving (Traffic Safety Facts, 2016). Texting and driving
has been deemed as a risky behavior that fits under the description of distracted driving.
However, even other uses, such as making calls can be just as risky.
There are several studies that have previously explored the underlying effects of driving
while using a cellular device (Alm & Nilsson, 1995; Briem & Hedman, 1995; Brown, 2001;
Goodman, Bents, Tijerina, Wierwille, Lerner, & Benel, 1999; 2003, Strayer, Drews, & Crouch,
2006). Strayer, Drews, and Johnston (2003) took a closer look at the cognitive processes that are
affected by distracted driving. One specific process that the researchers focused on was
inattentional blindness. This phenomenon has been defined as the failure to see objects that are
directly within the visual scope (Mack & Rock, 1998). Through eye-tracking data, researchers
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revealed that cell phone conversations reduced attention to visual information. In their studies,
participants were engaged in a driving simulation task where they were assessed for inattentional
blindness and reactions to vehicle braking in a task in which a participant would have to “track”
the car in front of them. In one study, participants were required to perform a driving simulating
task without the anticipation that they would have to recall any of the billboards present during
the simulation. It was found that having a conversation using a hands-free device impaired
recognition for billboards. Further findings revealed that although participants tended to gaze at
fixated objects, such as billboards, their scores for recognition of that object were low compared
to those who were not conversing with hands-free device, which suggested that the object was
not fully encoded during the driving simulation (Strayer, Drews, & Johnston, 2003).
Another study demonstrated the effects of driving while using a cellular device to that of
being intoxicated at the 0.08% weight/volume level (Strayer et al., 2006). In a driving simulation
task, drivers who were in cell phone conversations had slower reaction times in using their
brakes and had a longer distance between themselves and the vehicle in front of them but were
still involved in more accidents. This behavior resembled the participants who were under the
influence of alcohol. However, the main difference between the two groups was that those in the
alcohol condition were using the brakes more aggressively than the cell phone drivers. In sum,
using a cellular device while driving is highly comparable to behaviors of driving while
intoxicated.
Learning and Memory
Atkinson and Shiffrin (1968) hypothesized that memory works in the following process:
first, sensory information from the environment is processed. Next, the individual must
selectively pay attention to the target cues while ignoring other cues in the environment. The
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information is then stored into short-term memory and will later be available for recall only if the
information is rehearsed – if the information is not rehearsed, then the information is forgotten.
However, if the information is rehearsed, it then moves into long-term memory storage where it
can be recalled whenever the individual needs that information (Atkinson & Shiffrin 1968).
This theory is corroborated by Broadbent’s theory of selective attention, which suggests
that the process of learning occurs when information is retained long enough to be processed into
the sensory buffer; however, for this to happen, attentional capacities must be active (Broadbent
1958; Broadbent, 1971).
With technology being ubiquitous, it appears that being attentive to information in the
environment long enough for it to be transferred and stored into short-term or long-term memory
may be challenging. Research has found that when individuals have convenient access to
information, they are less likely to recall the information itself. Instead, individuals recall where
to access the information rather than its actual content (Sparrow, Liu, & Wegner, 2011).
However, the argument of effects of technology usage on learning and memory is conflicting.
Some studies argue that technology may be beneficial to the learning process (Thornton &
Housser, 2005; Shudong, & Higgins, 2005; Bottentuit & Coutinho 2008; Chen, Hsieh, &
Kinshuk, 2008; Pollara, & Broussard, 2013; Jan, Ullah, Ali, & Khan, 2016;) while other studies
argue the opposite (Dror, 2008; End, Worthman, Mathews, & Wetterau, 2009; Shelton, Elliott,
Eaves, Exner, 2009; Froese, Carpenter, Inman, Schooley, Barnes, Brecht, & Chacon 2012).
For example, in one study (Jan, Ullah, Ali, & Khan, 2016) the researchers recruited data
from 1,500 students who completed a questionnaire about the types of mobile devices (cell
phones, laptops and /or tablets) they use and their attitudes towards learning practices. The
results demonstrated that students had positive feelings towards mobile learning (M-learning)
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and they felt that it would enhance their learning. As cited in Jan et al. (2016), M-Learning
serves as an unconventional learning tool and helps boost learner’s confidence as they can seek
information independently. M-learning is described as learning that is supported through using
mobile devices that are highly accessible (Jan et al., 2016).
Another study has also taken a correlational approach in assessing how technology may
benefit learning (Rashid & Ashgar, 2016). Through a correlational approach, 761 college
students were asked to provide self-reported data regarding their technology usage, self-directed
learning, and work engagement (i.e. vigor, absorption, and dedication). A path analysis showed
that email, internet use, social media usage served as a positive predictor for engagement in
academics while email, internet, social media, and smartphone usage positively predicted selfdirected learning. A surprising finding in this study demonstrated that academic performance had
a small overall positive relationship with technology usage (Rashid & Ashgar, 2016). An
additional study used an experimental approach to investigate the impact of technology use on
performance on math lessons, student achievement, and attitudes toward technology usage
(Eyyam, & Yaratan, 2014). Participants were divided into three experimental groups and two
control groups. Researchers designed a study in which a pretest and posttest would be
administered to each of the following conditions: experimental conditions where teachers were
provided with instructional technology (laptops with multimedia and data projectors) to use with
the lesson plan and two control groups where traditional lecture-style teaching was employed.
Within each experimental condition, technology use varied– technology was either included or
absent during the lecture. Finally, for each of the conditions, researchers also divided each group
into two – one group where students were permitted to use technology and one group where
students did not have their phones present. Participants in each condition completed a pre-and
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post-test. It was found that those who were instructed to use technology during the lecture did
better than any other group. It was also found that students’ in all conditions had a positive view
of technology.
On the contrary, there is also a myriad of evidence that corroborates the detrimental
relationship between technology, learning, and memory. A group of researchers found that
technology users were likely to be more dependent on search engines for information but spent
little time in critically analyzing the information found online compared to those who do not use
technology often (Rowland, Nicholas, Williams, Huntington, Fieldhouse, Gunter, Whithey,
Jamali, Dobrowolski, & Tenopir, 2008). One study collected self-report measures from students
to investigate the relations between cell phone use and learning and found that 90% of students
described themselves as moderate or avid cell phone users. Additionally, researchers
administered two lectures and a quiz with each lecture to the same sample of students followed
by a 10-item quiz for each presentation. The students viewed the two separate lectures under two
different conditions. During one lecture, cell phones were turned off or on silent and then put
away. During the other lecture, experimenters sent texts to participants to induce distraction. In
the no cell phone condition, participants scored an average of 8.25 on the 10-item quiz.
However, when students were in the texting condition, they scored an average of 6.02 on the
quiz. These findings suggest that students lose nearly 30% of the information being presented to
them when they are dividing their attention between the lecture and texting (Froese et al., 2012).
Further research has suggested that the mere presence of a cell phone may be deleterious
in that it decreases attention and task performance (Thornton, Faires, Robbins, & Rollins, 2014).
In this study, researchers collected data on cell phone use and then had participants engage in a
digit cancellation task. This task consisted of two levels - simple and complex. In the simple
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task, participants were presented with a row of numbers and were given a target number to circle
and then cross off each time the number appeared. For the complex task, participants were also
presented with a set of numbers but this time, they had to circle and cross off any two adjacent
numbers that added up to the target number. Each task was timed; in the first task, participants
were given 1.5 minutes and in the second task participants were given 3 minutes. The presence
of a cell phone was manipulated by placing only the researcher’s cell phone on the edge of the
table. The findings revealed that presence of participants’ mobile phone did not distract them
during the simple task but they found evidence of distraction in the complex task. To be specific,
participants were more accurate in the digit cancellation task when their phone was out of sight
than when their phone was present (Thornton et al., 2014). In essence, both cell phone usage and
the mere presence while performing cognitive tasks is in fact detrimental to complex cognitive
processes.
Wayfinding and Spatial Memory
Wayfinding, as defined by (Li, 2007; Montello & Sas, 2006), refers to purposeful directed
movement from an origin to a specific destination. The terms wayfinding and navigation are
sometimes used interchangeably. Both terms refer to when a person is moving from one location
to another while requiring knowledge of where the location is and how to get there (Montello &
Sas, 2006). In the current study the terms will be used interchangeably. A major component of
wayfinding involves spatial memory. In the wayfinding literature, spatial memory has been
defined as a specific memory of one’s surroundings while engaging in navigation such as the
remembrance of places that an individual has passed. In other words wayfinding involves the
ability to remember locations in an environmental space and associate them with other objects,
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such as landmarks, relative to the environment (Elmes, 1988; Brown, Farley, & Lorek, 2007;
Bannerman, Sprenge, Sanderson, McHugh, Rawlins, Monyer, & Seeburg, 2014).
Spatial memory is a cognitive process that individuals actively use daily. Individuals rely
on spatial memories for practically everything - from finding a pair of eyeglasses in the morning
to making the commute to work and then making one’s way through his or her work building to
finally arrive at the office desk. In cognitive psychology, spatial memory has been examined in
three types of environments: figural space (examines objects in space), vista space (examines
room-sized spaces), and environmental space, otherwise known as real-world environments in
which an individual cannot entirely see the environment from a single vantage point (Montello,
1993). This study will focus on spatial memory in an environmental space.
Wayfinding involves deep thinking. First and foremost, an individual engaged in a
wayfinding task is not only thinking about getting from point A to point B, but the individual is
also taking in the visual input from the person’s surrounding environment; this can consist of
trees, buildings, or monuments. Once environmental information has been processed visually, it
is processed in the visual spatial sketchpad. The visual spatial sketchpad stores and processes
information that is transmitted through visual input. The visual input stored in the sketchpad is
temporarily retained until it is needed to perform a spatial task (Baddeley & Hitch, 1974). In
visual spatial working memory (VSWM), selective attention—the attention that focuses on a
cue—has been found to promote the effectiveness of visuospatial storage. In other words,, the
more attention given to a cue, the more likely that the cue will be stored into working memory so
that it may be recalled at a later point in time (Awh & Joides, 2001). In regards to spatial
memory and mobile device usage, it should follow that the frequent use of mobile devices during
wayfinding may decrease an individual’s ability to attend to environmental cues.
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According to Broadbent’s theory of selective attention, there is limited processing of
information that can be filtered from a sensory processing stage on its way to short-term memory
storage (Broadbent 1958, 1971, Kuznekoff & Titsworth, 2013). Awh and Jonides (2001)
suggested that visual cues are best processed when an individual is attending to that specific cue
with a definite focus. Supporting evidence has found that when the ability to direct selective
attention to a location that was memorized is disrupted the accuracy of the memory of the
location is impaired. Researchers tested this by having participants engage in a spatial memory
task where they had to memorize the location of a specific cue. On some trials of the spatial
memory task, participants were randomly presented with cues that varied in color and were
asked to distinguish between the two colors in addition to memorizing the location of a given
cue’s location. The findings demonstrated that the shifting of participants’ spatial attention is an
important factor that contributes to accurate maintenance of spatial information (Awh & ReuterLorenz, 1988).
The existing literature on attention and mobile device usage is ample in areas of learning
and memory, but it lacks an explanation of how spatial memory is affected by the increase of
technology use. Considering that mobile devices are indispensable and something that
individuals actively engage in while carrying out daily tasks, there may be a relationship between
the extent to which people are dependent on their mobile devices, the way that individuals feel
about technology, and the way in which individuals remember their navigation route.
Wayfinding and Technology
The scientific literature linking the relationship between technology use and wayfinding
is sparse. However, there is an existing awareness of the growing use of technology in the form
of navigation aids and the noticeable impacts on wayfinding behavior. One source points out that
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navigation is a skill that is only strengthened through practice. Although navigational aids may
decrease the need for learning navigational skills, it is urged that navigation and map reading
skills should be taught as a part of basic course requirements (McKinlay, 2016). Despite the need
for literature to examine the relationship between technology and cognitive processes of spatial
navigation, most research focuses on designing better technologies to assist with navigation. One
study suggests the importance of multimedia presentation for indoor and outdoor navigation
services for pedestrians (Radoczky, 2007).
A similar focus is learning about the potential for Global Positioning Systems (GPS) to
communicate a better understanding of the layout of an environmental representation. An
additional claim is that map users are better at judging metric route but make are more errors
when a change of perspective is required. Thus, assistive devices such as GPS systems are more
useful in providing updated and more accurate information about the environmental
representations compared to relying on one’s own cognitive processes to accurately update
orientation (Willis, 2005). Although the accuracy and ease of using technology may be more
useful than depending on one’s own capacity for map reading, it is important to note that these
assistive technologies can only be useful when a satellite signal is available. A review also points
out the concern of growing dependence on assistive technologies and how overreliance on GPS
may lead to the decreased use of spatial capabilities in the hippocampus (Robbins, 2010).
Hypotheses
As previous studies have demonstrated, diminished attention appears to be the underlying
mechanism technology usage and one’s ability to learn the surroundings of the environment.
This includes remembering the location of the destination and updating one’s position in the
environment during navigation. The present study aimed to expand on the knowledge of how the
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overuse of technology, nomophobia in specific, relates to navigation behavior, memory of the
route taken while navigating, and memory for landmarks along the way. Other measures of
technology usage were assessed for exploratory purposes. The following predictions were made.
Therefore, it is expected that higher levels of nomophobia would lead to worse performance on a
navigation task. In particular,
1. A positive relationship is predicted between nomophobia and time taken to complete the
wayfinding task.
2. A negative relationship is predicted between nomophobia and accuracy of the recalled
routes because research suggests that individuals who report to use high quantities of
technology process information with less accuracy (Froese et al., 2012). Therefore,
individuals will process the surrounding environment with less accuracy.
3. A negative relationship is predicted between nomophobia and sense of direction because
research suggests that individuals tend to rely more on GPS for directions (Robbins,
2010).
4. Predictions for verbal recall:
a. A negative relationship is predicted between nomophobia and verbal recall
because research suggests that individuals primarily use mobile devices to seek
out information and have the expectation to have access to information at their
convenience and therefore do not recall information when it is necessary for recall
(Sparrow et al., 2011).
b. A negative relationship is predicted between verbal recall and all other technology
measures: mobile phone problem usage, smartphone usage, internet usage,
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general social media usage, extent of media sharing, positive and negative
attitudes towards technology, and anxiety/dependence on technology.
5. A positive correlation is predicted between nomophobia and spatial anxiety. Research has
found that when high technology users have limited access from one’s mobile device is
related to increased feelings of anxiety and discomfort (Cheever et al., 2014). Since
individuals will not have access to mobile devices throughout the study, it is expected
that individuals will report to experience high levels of spatial anxiety.
6. A negative correlation is predicted between nomophobia and usage of different kinds of
wayfinding strategies. because research suggests that individuals tend to rely more on
GPS for directions (Robbins, 2010).
The current study also addresses the following research question.
RQ. What is the relationship between technology usage on wayfinding performance?
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2. METHODOLOGY
Participants
Fifty-one undergraduate students taking introduction to psychology courses were recruited using
the online sign-up method implemented by the psychology department. Participants received credit for
participation in the study, which fulfilled a course requirement for an introduction to psychology course.
There was minimal risk to the participants and no deception was involved. Participants in this study
were given a participant ID number that ensured that their data would remain anonymous. Thus,
participants cannot be identified on any forms or data files.
One participant’s data were excluded from the analysis because s/he did not follow instructions
correctly. Another student’s data was excluded from the study because s/he was only able to complete
the questionnaire and not the outdoor wayfinding task due to weather conditions. Therefore, there was a
total of 49 students (34 female, 15 male) included in the study. The age of the participants ranged from
17 to 25 years old (M = 18.8, SD = 1.6).
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Measures
Mobile Phone Problem Use Survey (MPPUS). The Mobile Phone Problem Use Survey
(Bianchi & Phillips, 2005) contains a series of questions that address the duration of time that the
individual has had a mobile phone, how they use their mobile phone, the amount of time in
minutes spent while engaged in said activities, and a section that consists of questions that
address problem usage. This measure has 27 questions that cover tolerance, withdrawal, craving,
escape from problems, and life consequences. Other aspects of the questionnaire touch on
motivational aspects of phone use such as browsing the web or checking on social media. The
MPPUS has a high level of internal consistency at Cronbach’s alpha 0.93, which suggests that
the construct of “mobile phone problem use” is well supported in this scale or measurement. The
scale was modified in the current study to be administered as a 7-point Likert Scale with 1 being
“not true at all” and 7 being “extremely true” rather than its original 10-point scale to keep
consistency with other scales in the general questionnaire. Higher scores indicated that mobile
phone use was problematic.
Nomophobia Questionnaire (NPQ). The Nomophobia Questionnaire (NPQ) (King et al.,
2013) measures the intensity of anxiety or discomfort that an individual perceives in the absence
of their mobile device. The scores are measured on a 7-point Likert scale with 1 being “Strongly
Disagree” and 7 being “Strongly Agree”. Four themes are included in this scale: (1) inability to
communicate (2) not feeling connected (3) inability to access information, and (4) lack of
convenience. The NPQ has 20 questions and yields a test-retest reliability of r =. 71 and
Cronbach’s alpha = .94 (King et al., 2013), which indicates high internal reliability. Higher
scores indicate that individuals feel moderate to severe nomophobic.
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Media and Technology Usage and Attitude Scale. The Media and Technology Usage
Scale (MTUA) (Rosen, Whaling, Carrier, Cheever, & Rokkum, 2013) is a 60-item scale. This
scale contains 11 subscales that represent an individual’s activity involving mobile devices,
social media, Internet searching, e-mailing, media sharing, texting, video gaming, online
friendships, Facebook friendships, phone calling, and television watching activity. Additionally,
four attitude-based subscales are included: positive attitudes toward technology, negative
attitudes toward technology, technology anxiety/dependence, as well as attitudes towards task
switching. The MTUAS was found to be both valid and reliable and can be used as a composite
score or as any of the 15 individual subscales alone. This Cronbach’s alpha are listed for the
following subscales that were used in this study: smartphone usage (.93), general social media
usage (.97), Internet searching (.91), e-mailing (.91), media sharing (.84), positive attitudes
towards technology (.87), negative attitudes towards technology (.80), technological
anxiety/dependence (.83) and attitudes towards task switching (.85).
Self-assessment of sense of direction. One question assessing sense of direction was used
to analyze participants’ sense of direction. The question is based on a 7-point Likert Scale (1 =
very poor, 7 = very good) and reads as follows: How good is your sense of direction? This oneitem survey has a high test-retest reliability across 2 weeks and 3 months from completion, r =
.93. (Kozlowski & Bryant, 1977).
Familiarity of environment. For the purpose of the current study, a questionnaire was
developed to assess the participants’ familiarity with the campus. Examples of questions were:
how familiar are you with the UA Campus? How familiar are you with the campus layout? How
frequently do you walk around campus? This questionnaire was treated as demographic data.
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Wayfinding Strategy Questionnaire. The wayfinding strategy questionnaire has 15 items
assessing the types of strategies people use to find their way in an unfamiliar environment
(Lawton, 1994). Nine of the items describe route strategy use and 6 describe survey strategy use.
The items are presented as factual statements to which participants rate the extent to which that
statement is true about themselves, using a 1 “not at all” to 5 “always” scale. The scales have a
Cronbach alpha coefficient of .73 for survey strategies and .65 for route strategies. This measure
will be used only in an exploratory way.
Outdoor Wayfinding Task
In the wayfinding task, participants were given a map of the UA campus with the current
location (Gordon Palmer Hall) and the destination location (Marrs Spring, 0.5 miles one-way)
indicated. They given approximately five minutes to develop a route to get to and from Marrs
Spring. Participants were informed that the researcher would be following close by to take note
of the time and to assist the participant if they felt distressed at any time during the study. The
instructions provided by the researcher were:
You will be navigating on campus to a specific destination; a researcher will be nearby
to take notes and ensure that you do not stray too far. You will be given five minutes to
look at [a map of the area of which you are traveling in]. To get to the destination, you
may choose whatever route works best for you, but you must choose a route that has a
sidewalk. If you should get lost or feel uncomfortable, the researcher will be able to
guide you by pointing towards the general location of the destination. You are to leave
your phone in the laboratory where we will keep it in a secure location. You may retrieve
it once you complete the study.

Participants then proceeded with the main task of walking to Marrs Spring. Researchers
only responded to the participant if he/she took a path that was more than 90 degrees off the
17

direction of the destination. Additionally, researchers were recording the route with a paper map
and a pencil. Researchers also recorded the time to complete the outdoor wayfinding task. Once
reaching the destination, participants was given the option to take a brief rest and then they
walked back to the origin. Once they returned to the original location, participants were asked to
recall as many landmarks as they could when going to Marrs Spring and vice versa. Researchers
noted the landmarks that participants were able to recall based on a predetermined list of possible
landmarks. Finally, they were instructed to draw on a map the routes they took to get to and from
the destination.
The dependent variables that were measured from the wayfinding task were: accuracy of
the routes recalled as compared to the route that the researchers recorded, time to travel to and
from the destination (Time) and the number of accurately recalled landmarks (Recall). To
measure the length of their experimenter-recorded route, a grid sheet with 1 x 1 cm blocks was
laid over the maps to calculate the number of squares covered, which were then used to compare
the number of squares that the participant took to get to Marrs Spring and as well as the number
of squares that participants took to get back to the laboratory. To measure the accuracy of
participants’ memory for the routes, the number of squares that overlapped between the actual
and remembered route were counted and then converted to the percentage of squares that
overlapped, using the actual route as the base. Two researchers rated each participant map
independently. Their scores were correlated to test the strength of similarity and then they were
averaged to compose two variables: accuracy of route to Marrs Spring and accuracy of route
from Marrs Spring.
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Procedure
At the beginning of the study, participants were presented with an overview of the study
and were provided with a participant information sheet with the details of the study. Researchers
read the participation information sheet to the participants to ensure that they understood the
dynamics of the study. Following the information provided by the researcher, participants were
given a participant ID number and completed an online questionnaire using Qualtrics, which
included the following measures: demographic information, familiarity with the campus
environment, sense of direction, mobile phone problem usage, media and technology usage and
attitudes scale, nomophobia, wayfinding strategies, and spatial anxiety. After the questionnaire
was completed, researchers presented the participants with a map of the campus through which
they would be navigating in. Participants were given approximately five minutes to develop a
mental route before going on into the outdoor environment. Researchers followed the
participants closely to record the time taken to get to and from the destination. Once back in the
lab, participants performed a verbal recall task where they verbally stated as many landmarks as
they could remember using to get to the destination and to the origin. After the verbal recall task,
they were asked to draw the route that they recalled taking to the destination and back to the
origin. The entire study lasted an average length of 45 – 60 minutes.
To address the hypotheses, total scores were calculated for the following technology
measures: NPQ, MPPUS, Smartphone Usage, Internet Usage, General Social Media Usage, and
Mobile Phone Problem Usage. Anxiety/Dependency on Technology and positive and negative
attitudes towards technology. Total scores for the following spatial measures were calculated:
Wayfinding strategies, spatial anxiety, sense of direction, verbal recall of landmarks (to and
from Marrs Spring), time to complete outdoor wayfinding task (to and from Marrs Spring), total
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time to complete outdoor wayfinding task and finally, accuracy of routes (to and from Marrs
Spring).
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3. RESULTS
To begin, all variables were inspected for normality. All measures were deemed normal.
The descriptive statistics for all measures are presented in Table 1. Correlations between the
spatial and technology measures are presented in Table 2. Correlations among all spatial
measures can be seen on Table 3 and correlations among all technology measures can be seen on
Table 4.
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Table 1
Mean Scores of Spatial Ability Measures and Technology Measures
M

SD

Skewness

Kurtosis

4.08

1.32

-0.09

-0.21

Spatial Anxiety

33

8.68

-0.11

-0.37

Wayfinding Strategies

63

12.47

-0.29

0.24

Map Drawing Accuracy To Marrs Spring

116.84

30.31

-1.04

0.951

Map Drawing Accuracy From Marrs Spring

108.33

35.02

-1.12

0.77

Time To Marrs Spring (in seconds)

732.77

187.251

0.977

2.39

Time From Marrs Spring (in seconds)

622.97

79.69

0.649

1.53

Total time to complete Outdoor WF Task (in seconds)

1373.4

252.57

1.22

3.07

Verbal recall of landmarks to Marrs Spring (in seconds)

2.53

2.3

0.44

-0.79

Verbal recall of landmarks from Marrs Spring

3.14

2.02

1.26

2.07

Nomophobia

80.32

20.72

-0.725

1.42

Mobile Phone Problematic Usage Scale

83.02

19.04

0.2

-0.72

Positive attitudes towards technology

21.87

2.8

0.11

-0.04

Negative attitudes towards technology

9.77

2.35

-0.2

0.28

Anxiety/Dependence on technology

9.89

2.34

-0.37

0.47

Email use subscale

25.26

7.93

0.08

-1.05

Smartphone use

40.14

3.58

-0.32

0.67

Internet use

13.06

4.03

-0.221

-0.451

Media sharing

11.95

3.52

0.02

-0.21

General social media use

30.02

6.33

-0.28

-0.467

Spatial Ability Measures
Sense of Direction

Technology Measures
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Table 2
Correlations Among Spatial Measures and Technology Measures
MPQ

Positive
Attitudes

Negative
Attitudes

Anxiety/Dependency

Email
Use

Smartphone
Use

Internet
Use

Media
Sharing

General
Social Media

Task
Switching

.38**

.07

.22

.19

-.13

-.05

-.21

-.12

.10

.06

2. Verbal Recall From
"other"

.49

-.13

-.08

-.02

-.22

.08

.18

.02

-.04

.16

3. Verbal Recall To

-.11

.06

.11

-.31*

-.21

.00

-.06

-.15

-.15

-.12

4. Verbal Recall From

.07

-.09

-.11

-.30*

.03

.12

.22

.00

-.02

-.12

5. Total Time To
Marrs Spring

.07

.00

.04

.00

.05

.15

.00

.13

.30*

.04

5. Total Time From
Marrs Spring

-.07

.06

-.16

-.10

.36*

.19

.10

.18

.18

-.14

6. Overall Total Time
for WF Task

-.07

.04

.24

-.10

.23

.01

-.15

.02

.24

.01

7. Spatial Anxiety

.06

-.02

-.16

.01

.03

-.06

-.01

-.02

.00

-.16

8. Map Accuracy To

-.05

-.06

.06

-.16

-.09

-.15

-.15

.00

-.05

.06

9. Map Accuracy
From

-.07

.05

-.03

-.19

.00

-.01

.06

.09

-.20

-.06

10. Sense of Direction

.03

-.04

-.17

-.09

-.18

.18

.17

-.04

.24

.07

11. Wayfinding
Strategies

.18

-.04

-.04

.13

-.05

.12

.15

.06

-.03

.13

1. Verbal Recall To
"other"

Note: ** Correlation is significant at the .01 level (2-tailed).
* Correlation is significant at the .05 level (2-tailed).
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Table 3
Correlations Between Spatial Measures
1

1. Verbal Recall To "other"

2. Verbal Recall From "other"

3. Verbal Recall To

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

-.11

0.28**

-.02

.10

-.05

-.02

.17

.01

-.14

-.04

.02

-.02

0.41**

-.03

-.02

-.19

0.30**

.10

.24

.13

.14

.26

-.03

.07

-.05

.05

.12

-.02

.03

-.11

.13

.07

-.07

.01

0.38**

0.41**

.04

.12

.24

0.48**

-.04

.00

-.08

-.16

-.21

0.38**

.21

.25

0.31**

.06

.07

.02

.14

-.05

-0.31**

-.08

.06

.16

-.05

.01

0.61**

.01

.25

.14

0.49**

4. Verbal Recall From

5. Total Time To Marrs Spring

6.. Total Time From Marrs Spring

7. Overall Total Time for WF Task

8. Spatial Anxiety

9. Map Accuracy To

10. Map Accuracy From

11. Sense of Direction

0.33**

12. Wayfinding Strategies

1

Note: ** Correlation is significant at the .01 level (2-tailed).
* Correlation is significant at the .05 level (2-tailed).
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Table 4
Correlations Between All Technology Measures
1

1.Nomophobia

2. Mobile Phone Problematic Usage Scale

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

0.58**

0.50**

-.17

0.61**

.28

.12

0.30**

0.55**

0.45**

0.34**

.27

.07

0.59**

0.29**

.25

.20

0.39**

0.41**

.27

-.17

0.37**

.22

.00

0.39**

0.41**

.26

.14

0.02

-.28

.07

.09

-.03

.01

.06

.28

.23

.25

.43

.18

.24

.14

.13

.21

0.32*

.12

0.32*

.20

0.35*

-.07

0.42**

0.39**

.08

0.39**

.24

3. Positive Attitudes

4. Negative Attitudes

5. Anxiety/Dependence

6. Email use

7. Internet use

8. Media sharing

9. General social media use

10. Smartphone use

-.05

11. Task switching preference

1

Note: ** Correlation is significant at the .01 level (2-tailed).
* Correlation is significant at the .05 level (2-tailed).
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Tests of Hypotheses
The main hypotheses were tested individually with Pearson correlations. The specific
analyses were dictated by the hypotheses. The relevant correlations can be found in Table 2.
Hypothesis 1: Nomophobia and time to complete task. Hypothesis 1 involved assessing
the relationship between nomophobia scores and the time taken to complete the outdoor
wayfinding task. The wayfinding scores were recorded as minutes and later converted into total
number of seconds taken to get to Marrs Spring and the time taken to return to the laboratory.
Pearson correlations were conducted and the results demonstrated that there was no significant
correlation between the total nomophobia scores and total time to Marrs Spring, r = .08, p = .54.
Thus, hypothesis 1 was not supported. There was no relationship between nomophobia scores
and the amount of time that it took a participant to walk to or from Marrs Spring.
Hypothesis 2: Nomophobia and route accuracy. Hypothesis 2 involved assessing the
relationship between nomophobia scores and the accuracy of map drawings to and from Marrs
Spring. The map drawing measures were analyzed as two separate variables, to and from Marrs
Spring. A Pearson correlation demonstrated that there was a significant correlation between
nomophobia scores and the accuracy of map drawings when depicting the route to Marrs Spring
r = -.30, p <.05. For the accuracy of map drawings from Marrs Spring, there was a marginally
significant correlation in the same direction as that for the route to the destination, r = -.26, n =
49, p = .06. Thus, hypothesis 2 was supported.
Hypothesis 3: Nomophobia and sense of direction. Hypothesis 3 involved assessing the
relationship between nomophobia scores and sense of direction. It was predicted that higher
nomophobia scores would be related with lower scores on the sense of direction measure. A
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Pearson correlation demonstrated that there was no significant relationship between nomophobia
and sense of direction r-= .01, p = .91.
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Hypothesis 4a: Nomophobia and verbal recall. Hypothesis 4a involved assessing the
relationship between nomophobia and verbal recall of the landmarks to and from Marrs Spring.
Verbal recall of landmarks to and from Marrs Spring were analyzed as separate variables.
Pearson correlations revealed that there was no significant correlation between nomophobia
scores and landmarks recalled when traveling to Marrs Spring r = -.07, p = .61. The analysis also
revealed that there was no significant correlation between nomophobia scores and landmarks
recalled when traveling from Marrs Spring, r = -.06, p = .67.
Hypothesis 4b: Measures of technology and verbal recall. Hypothesis 4b assessed the
relationship between verbal recall (to and from Marrs Spring) and the technology measures:
MPPUS, Smartphone Usage, Internet Usage, General Social Media Usage, Media Sharing,
Positive and Negative Attitudes Towards Technology and Anxiety/Dependence on Technology.
The correlations specific to the variables measured for this hypothesis are displayed in Table 5.
A negative relationship was predicted between verbal recall and all technology measures used in
the study. Hypothesis 4b only found evidence that mobile phone problem usage was positively
correlated with verbal recall of other landmarks that were not listed in the predetermined list of
landmarks r=.38, p<.01. Furthermore, this specific hypothesis found that anxiety/dependence on
technology was negatively correlated with verbal recall to (r=-.31, p <.05) and from Marrs
Spring (r=-.30, p <.05). All other measures had no significant relationships with verbal recall of
landmarks.
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Table 5
Correlations Between Measures of Technology and Verbal Recall.
VR To "other"

VR From "Other"

VR To

VR From

.11

-.03

-.07

-.06

0.38**

.05

-.11

.07

3. Positive Attitudes

.07

-.13

.06

-.09

4. Negative Attitudes

.23

-.09

.12

-.12

5. Anxiety/Dependence

.19

-.03

-0.31*

-0.30*

6. Email use

-.14

-.23

-.21

.04

7. Internet use

-.22

.18

-.06

.22

8. Media sharing

-.13

.02

-.16

.00

9. General social media use

.10

-.05

-.16

-.02

10. Smartphone use

-.06

.09

.00

.13

11. Task switching preference

.06

.17

-.15

.01

1.Nomophobia

2. Mobile Phone Problematic Usage Scale

Note: ** Correlation is significant at the .01 level (2-tailed).
* Correlation is significant at the .05 level (2-tailed).
Verbal recall “other” indicates landmarks that were not on the predetermined list of landmarks
developed by the researchers.
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Hypothesis 5: Nomophobia and spatial anxiety. Hypothesis 5 predicted that there would
be a positive relationship between nomophobia scores and spatial anxiety. The Pearson
correlation revealed that there was no significant correlation between spatial anxiety and
nomophobia r = -.07, p = .59. Hypothesis 5 was not supported.
Hypothesis 6: Nomophobia and wayfinding strategies. Hypothesis 6 posed that the use of
more wayfinding strategies would be negatively correlated with nomophobia scores. A Pearson
correlation showed that there was no significant relationship between wayfinding strategies and
nomophobia scores r = .09, p = .51. Hypothesis 6 was not supported.
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4. DISCUSSION
The primary objective of this study was to investigate the relationship between spatial
ability and technology usage. It is important to note that most research on this topic has focused
on ways to improve existing assistive technology but not on how specific cognitive processes
involved in wayfinding are related. Specifically, this study focused on investigating the
discomfort or anxiety that results from the absence of one’s mobile device, nomophobia, as it
relates to spatial performance. The hypotheses were proposed that the higher one’s nomophobia,
the worse the spatial performance.
The Relationship between Nomophobia and Measures of Spatial Performance
There were six different hypotheses that aimed to test the strength of the relationship
between nomophobia and measures of spatial performance – specifically verbal recollection of
landmarks, accuracy of route recollection, wayfinding strategies, and time taken to complete the
outdoor wayfinding task. Higher nomophobia scores was also predicted to be related to lower
scores of sense of direction and self -reported measures of spatial ability.
The study found supporting evidence for Hypothesis 2 which claimed that there would be
a negative relationship between nomophobia and accuracy of route drawings. The analysis
showed that nomophobia shared a negative relationship with the accuracy of map drawing
measures when traveling to Marrs Spring r = -.30, p <.05 and found marginal significance for the
accuracy of map drawing traveling back from Marrs Spring r = -.26, p = .06. This finding seems
to suggest that individuals who report feeling discomforted or anxious when their mobile device
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was absent tended to have a poorer remembrance of a route that they are travelling. This is
consistent with prior literature that has suggested that dependency on mobile devices is related to
a decrease of short-term memory capacity (Rowland et al., 2008; Yildirim & Correria, 2015).
Hypothesis 4b aimed to test the relationship between general technology measures and
spatial ability. It showed that there was a significant positive relationship between the verbal
recall of “other” landmarks, or those that were not listed in the original list of landmarks going to
and from Marrs Spring, and extent of mobile phone problematic use. This relationship seems to
suggest that higher scores on mobile phone problematic use is related to the remembrance of at
least some landmarks recalled when traveling to and from Marrs Spring. It was also found that
anxiety and dependency on technology shared a negative relationship with verbal recall of
landmarks going to and from Marrs Spring.
Finally, for Hypothesis 4b, it is interesting to point out that there is a negative
relationship between anxiety and dependency on technology but a contradicting positive
correlation between mobile phone problematic use and remembrance of “other” landmarks. The
negative relationship seems to suggest that higher scores on anxiety and higher dependence on
technology are related to less remembrance of surrounding landmarks. The latter is consistent
with prior studies on attention and technology usage (Alm & Nilsson, 1995; Briem & Hedman,
1995; Brown, 2001; Goodman, Bents, Tijerina, Wierwille, Lerner, & Benel, 1999; 2003, Strayer,
Drews, & Crouch, 2006; Kuznekoff & Titsworth, 2013). Recalling landmarks requires
individuals to maintain attention to visual input from their surroundings. However, with a
distracted mind, the attentional resources may be divided between environmental cues and the
fear and discomfort from being away from one’s phone for a prolonged period of time. The
positive relationship between mobile phone use and verbal recall of other landmarks might
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suggest that individuals begin to broaden their idea of a landmark when they find that they
cannot recall much of the environment of which they’ve navigated through. For example,
individuals may begin to consider street signage, crosswalks, or intersections as landmarks rather
than building names, landscapes, or monuments.
Hypothesis 1 and 3, 5, and 6 did not show any significant correlations among
nomophobia, time taken to navigate, sense of direction, verbal recall, spatial anxiety, or
wayfinding strategies. It is speculated that these hypotheses may have not been supported for two
main reasons. One may be that there was not a large enough sample size to generate enough
power to demonstrate the relationships, which may have been a limitation in this study. The
studies that the power analysis was based on were studies that took place in laboratory settings in
controlled environments. Another reason may be that the campus environment may have been
associated with comfort and safety. Although most participants who completed the study were
freshmen, it is still possible that they already felt acquainted and safe on the school campus. In
addition to feeling safe on campus, there was also a researcher nearby that the participant could
reach out for help if they felt absolutely lost or uneasy. Another reason that may have changed
the outcome for these hypotheses may be that participants underestimated their scores of
nomophobia and other technology measures. Participants may have answered differently to these
questions after completing the outdoor wayfinding task and these scores may have been more
true to their measures of technology usage which may have been a limitation.
It is not clear what may be explaining the relationship between mobile phone problematic
usage and remembrance of landmarks in the “other” category. One speculation may be that
individuals who scored high on the MPPUS may have relied on other sources of visual input
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such as street names, stop signs, and other less obvious landmarks than the ones listed on the
verbal recall which mainly consisted of building names.
Future directions of the study would be to administer the questionnaires before and after
the outdoor wayfinding task. Increasing the complexity in the wayfinding task may also provide
more insight in individuals’ spatial abilities. Further directions may also consider prescreening
participants for high or low levels of nomophobia and comparing spatial measures between the
two groups.
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APPENDIX A
INFORMATION SHEET
Participant Information Sheet
You are being asked to be in a research study. This study is called “Mobile Device Usage and
Wayfinding Performance” This study is being done by Jessica Mendoza, a psychology graduate
student, and Dr. Beverly Roskos, who is a professor in the Department of Psychology at the
University of Alabama.
What is this study about?
This is a research study investigating wayfinding performance (the acquisition of knowledge of
an environment through direct experience) and its relationship with mobile device usage.
Why is this study important?—What good will the results do?
This study will help us understand how people’s use of mobile devices may influence
wayfinding performance.
Why have I been asked to take part in this study?
You may have had to find your way from one place to another in real life and because you meet
the age requirements to participate in the study (17 and older). Also, because you are willing and
able to walk (wheel) one mile..
How many other people will be in this study?
We expect to have at least 100 participants.
What will I be asked to do in this study?
If you agree to be in this study, you will be asked to complete a series of questionnaires and then
navigate from Gordon Palmer Hall to another destination on campus and then back to the
original destination. Following this task, you will be asked about how you found your way.
How much time will I spend being in this study?
The study will last no more than 90 minutes.
Will being in this study cost me anything?
The only cost to you from this study is your time.
Will I be compensated for being in this study?
You will receive 2.5 credits towards the research requirement in your class.
What are the risks (problems or dangers) from being this stud
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You may become frustrated or confused while walking to the destination, but no more so than in
your everyday life. Also, you may become mildly uncomfortable due to the everyday weather in
Alabama, but no more when you are navigating in real life.
What are the benefits of being in this study?
You will learn about some of the methods psychologists
use to study human cognition and wayfinding.
How will my privacy be protected?
You will be asked to complete the wayfinding task in a natural environment but your responses
from the questionnaires will remain confidential.
How will my confidentiality be protected?
The only place where your name appears in connection with this study is the website where you
signed up for the study. Your name will not be linked to your data in any way. All data will be
stored on a password-protected computer or in a locked cabinet and only the researchers will
have access to either. We will write research articles on this study but participants will be
identified only at the group level; for example, “There were 100 participants (x% women).”
What are the alternatives to being in this study?
You may complete another research study or an independent assignment for research credits.
What are my rights as a participant?
Your participation is completely voluntary and the decision to participate is entirely your own.
You may withdraw at any time. However, you may not receive the full 2.5 credits if you
withdraw. Not participating or stopping participation will have no effect on your relationships
with the University of Alabama.
The University of Alabama Institutional Review Board is a committee that looks out for the
ethical treatment of people in research studies. They may review the study records if they
wish. This is to be sure that people in research studies are being treated fairly and that the study
is being carried out as planned.
Who do I call if I have questions or problems?
If you have questions about this study right now, please ask them. If you have questions later on,
please call Dr. Beverly Roskos at 205-348-7942. If you have questions or complaints about your
rights as a research participant, call Ms. Tanta Myles, the Research Compliance Officer of the
University at 205-348-8461 or toll-free at 1-877-820-3066.
You may also ask questions, make a suggestion, or file complaints and concerns through the IRB
Outreach Website at http://osp.ua.edu/site/PRCO_Welcome.html . After you participate, you
are encouraged to complete the survey for research participants that is online there, or you may
email us at participantoutreach@bama.ua.edu for a copy.
This information sheet is yours to keep.
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APPENDIX B:
QUESTIONNAIRES
DEMOGRAPHICS QUESTIONNAIRE
The following questions are simply to help us describe the participants in the study (for example,
X% men).
1. What is your gender identity?
____ Female
____ Male
____ Other – please describe: ____________________________
2. How old are you now? ______ years and ______ months
3. What is your year in school?
____ First Year
____ Sophomore
____ Junior
____ Senior
____ Other – please describe: ___________________________
4. What is your current major? ___________________
5. What is your current minor? ___________________
6. How would you describe your racial or ethnic group? Check all that apply.
____ White/Caucasian
____ Black, African-American
____ Native American
____ Hispanic, Latino, Latina
____ Asian/Pacific Islander
____ Other – please describe: _______________________
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APPENDIX B:
FAMILIARITY WITH UA CAMPUS QUESTIONNAIRE
Adapted from: Lawton, C. A., Charleston, S. I., & Zieles, A. S. (1996). Individual-and gender-related differences in
indoor wayfinding. Environment and Behavior, 28(2), 204-219.

(Items will be based on a 7-point Likert Scale)
1. How many semesters have you attended UA?
2. How many times per week do you attend a class that is on campus?
3. How frequently do you walk around campus?
4. How frequently do you walk around campus while using a mobile device?
5. How familiar are you with the campus layout?
6. How familiar are you with the campus building locations?
7. How familiar are you with the campus building names?
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APPENDIX B:
SENSE OF DIRECTION QUESTION
Kozlowski, L. T., & Bryant, K. J. (1977). Sense of direction, spatial orientation, and cognitive maps. Journal
of Experimental Psychology: human perception and performance, 3(4), 590.

How good is your sense of direction ?
Poor ------:------:------:------:------:------:------ Good
(scored:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7)
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APPENDIX B:
MOBILE PHONE PROBLEM USAGE SCALE
Bianchi, A., & Phillips, J. G. (2005). Psychological predictors of problem mobile phone use.
CyberPsychology & Behavior, 8(1), 39-51.

Items are rated on a 1 (not al all true) to 7 (almost always true) scale.
1. I can never spend enough time on my mobile phone.
2. I have used my mobile phone to make myself feel better when I was feeling down.
3. I find myself occupied on my mobile phone when I should be doing other things, and it causes
problems.
4. All my friends own a mobile phone.
5. I have tried to hide from others how much time I spend on my mobile phone.
6. I lose sleep due to the time I spend on my mobile phone.
7. I have received mobile phone bills I could not afford to pay.
8. When out of range for some time, I become preoccupied with the thought of missing a call.
9. Sometimes, when I am on the mobile phone and I am doing other things, I get carried away
with the conversation and I don’t pay attention to what I am doing.
10. The time I spend on the mobile phone has increased over the last 12 months.
11. I have used my mobile phone to talk to others when I was feeling isolated.
12. I have attempted to spend less time on my mobile phone but am unable to.
13. I find it difficult to switch off my mobile phone.
14. I feel anxious if I have not checked for messages or switched on my mobile phone for some
time.
15. I have frequent dreams about the mobile phone.
16. My friends and family complain about my use of the mobile phone.
17. If I don’t have a mobile phone, my friends would find it hard to get in touch with me.
18. My productivity has decreased as a direct result of the time I spend on the mobile phone.
19. I have aches and pains that are associated with my mobile phone use.
20. I find myself engaged on the mobile phone for longer periods of time than intended.
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21. There are times when I would rather use the mobile phone than deal with other more pressing
issues.
22. I am often late for appointments because I’m engaged on the mobile phone when I shouldn’t
be.
23. I become irritable if I have to switch off my mobile phone for meetings, dinner engagements,
or at the movies.
24. I have been told that I spend too much time on my mobile phone.
25. More than once I have been in trouble because my mobile phone has gone off during a
meeting, lecture, or in a theatre.
26. My friends don’t like it when my mobile phone is switched off.
27. I feel lost without my mobile phones
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APPENDIX B:
THE MEDIA AND TECHNOLOGY USAGE AND ATTITUDES SCALE
Rosen, L. D., Whaling, K., Carrier, L. M., Cheever, N. A., & Rokkum, J. (2013). The media and technology
usage and attitudes scale: An empirical investigation. Computers in human behavior, 29(6),
2501-2511.

Please indicate how often you do each of the following e-mail activities on any device (mobile
phone, laptop, desktop, etc.)
Never (1), Once a month (2), several times a month (3), once a week (4), several times a week (5), Once a day (6),
several times a day (7), once an hour (8), several times an hour (9), all the time (10)

1. (E-mailing subscale) Send, receive and read e-mails (not including spam or junk mail.
2. (E-mailing subscale) Check your personal e-mail.
3. (E-mailing subscale) Check your work or school e-mail.
4. (E-mailing subscale) Send or receive files via e-mail.
Please indicate how often you do each of the following activities on your mobile phone.
5. (Text messaging subscale) Send and receive text messages on a mobile phone.
6. (Phone calling subscale) Make and receive mobile phone calls.
7. (Text messaging subscale) Check for text messages on a mobile phone.
8. (Phone calling subscale) Check for voice calls on a mobile phone.
9. (Smartphone usage subscale) Read email on a mobile phone.
10. (Smartphone usage subscale) Get directions or use GPS on a mobile phone.
11. (Smartphone usage subscale) Browse the web on a mobile phone.
12. (Smartphone usage subscale) Listen to music on a mobile phone.
13. (Smartphone usage subscale) Take pictures using a mobile phone.
14. (Smartphone usage subscale) Check the news on a mobile phone.
15. (Smartphone usage subscale) Record video on a mobile phone.
16. (Smartphone usage subscale) Use apps (for any purpose) on a mobile phone.
17. (Smartphone usage subscale) Search for information with a mobile phone.
18. (Text messaging subscale) Use your mobile phone during class or work time.
How often do you do each of the following activities?
19. (TV viewing subscale) Watch TV shows, movies, etc. on a TV set.
20. (TV viewing subscale) Watch video clips on a TV set.
21. (Media sharing subscale) Watch TV shows, movies, etc. on a computer.
22. (Media sharing subscale) Watch video clips on a computer.
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23. (Media sharing subscale) Download media files from other people on a computer.
24. (Media sharing subscale) Share your own media files on a computer.
25. (Internet searching subscale) Search the Internet for news on any device.
26. (Internet searching subscale) Search the Internet for information on any device.
27. (Internet Searching Subscale) Search the Internet for videos on any device.
28. (Internet searching subscale) Search the Internet for images or photos on any device.
29. (Video gaming subscale) Play games on a computer, video game console or smartphone BY
YOURSELF.
30. (Video Gaming Subscale) Play games on a computer, video game console or smartphone
WITH OTHER PEOPLE IN THE SAME ROOM.
31. (Video gaming subscale) Play games on a computer, video game console or smartphone
WITH OTHER PEOPLE ONLINE.
Do you have a Facebook account? If the answer is ‘‘yes,’’ continue with item 32; if ‘‘no’’, skip
to item 45 below.
How often do you do each of the following activities on social networking sites such as
Facebook?
32. (General social media usage subscale) Check your Facebook page or other social networks.
33. (General social media usage subscale) Check your Facebook page from your smartphone.
34. (General social media usage subscale) Check Facebook at work or school.
35. (General social media usage subscale) Post status updates.
36. (General social media usage subscale) Post photos.
37. (General social media usage subscale) Browse profiles and photos.
38. (General social media usage subscale) Read postings.
39. (General social media usage subscale) Comment on postings, status updates, photos, etc.
40. (General social media usage subscale) Click ‘‘Like’’ to a posting, photo, etc.
Please answer the following questions about your Facebook and other online friends.
41. (Facebook friendships subscale) How many friends do you have on Facebook?
42. (Facebook friendships subscale) How many of your Facebook friends do you know in
person?
43. (Online friendships subscale) How many people have you met online that you have never
met in person?
44. (Online friendships subscale) How many people do you regularly interact with online that
you have never met in person?
Please rate the following items using the following scale.
Strongly agree (5); Agree (4); Neither agree nor disagree (3); Disagree (2); Strongly disagree (1)
45. (Positive attitudes) I feel it is important to be able to find any information whenever I want
online.
46. (Positive attitudes) I feel it is important to be able to access the Internet any time I want.
47. (Positive attitudes) I think it is important to keep up with the latest trends in technology.
48. (Anxiety/dependence) I get anxious when I don’t have my cell phone.
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49. (Anxiety/dependence) I get anxious when I don’t have the Internet available to me.
50. (Anxiety/dependence) I am dependent on my technology.
51. (Positive attitudes) Technology will provide solutions to many of our problems.
52. (Positive attitudes) With technology anything is possible.
53. (Positive attitudes) I feel that I get more accomplished because of technology.
54. (Negative attitudes) New technology makes people waste too much time.
55. (Negative attitudes) New technology makes life more complicated.
56. (Negative attitudes) New technology makes people more isolated.
57. (Preference for task switching) I prefer to work on several projects in a day, rather than
completing one project and then switching to another.
58. (Preference for task switching) When doing a number of assignments, I like to switch back
and forth between them rather than do one at a time.
59. (Preference for task switching) I like to finish one task completely before focusing on
anything else.
60. (Preference for task switching) When I have a task to complete, I like to break it up by
switching to other tasks intermittently.
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APPENDIX B:
NOMOPHOBIA SCALE
Yildirim, C., & Correia, A. P. (2015). Exploring the dimensions of nomophobia: Development and validation of
a self-reported questionnaire. Computers in Human Behavior, 49, 130-137.

7 point likert scale (disagree to agree)
1. I would feel uncomfortable without constant access to information through my smartphone
2. I would be annoyed if I could not look information up on my smartphone when I wanted to do
so
3. Being unable to get the news (e.g., happenings, weather, etc.) on my smartphone would make
me nervous
4. I would be annoyed if I could not use my smartphone and/or its capabilities when I wanted to
do so
5. Running out of battery in my smartphone would scare me
6. If I were to run out of credits or hit my monthly data limit, I would panic
7. If I did not have a data signal or could not connect to Wi-Fi, then I would constantly check to
see if I had a signal or could find a Wi-Fi network
8. If I could not use my smartphone, I would be afraid of getting stranded somewhere
9. If I could not check my smartphone for a while, I would feel a desire to check it
If I did not have my smartphone with me,
10. I would feel anxious because I could not instantly communicate with my family and/or
friends
11. I would be worried because my family and/or friends could not reach me
13. I would feel nervous because I would not be able to receive text messages and calls
14. I would be nervous because I could not know if someone had tried to get a hold of me
15. I would feel anxious because my constant connection to my family and friends would be
broken
16. I would be nervous because I would be disconnected from my online identity
17. I would be uncomfortable because I could not stay up-to-date with social media and online
networks
18. I would feel awkward because I could not check my notifications for updates from my
connections and online networks
19. I would feel anxious because I could not check my email messages
20. I would feel weird because I would not know what to do
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APPENDIX B:
WAYFINDING STRATEGIES SCALE
Lawton, C. A. (1994). Gender differences in wayfinding strategies: Relationship to spatial ability and spatial
anxiety. Sex roles, 30(11-12), 765-779.

Rate the following statements with the 1 (not at all typical of me) to 7 (extremely typical of me)
scale.
1. I kept track of the direction (north, south, east, or west) in which I was going.
2. Before starting, I asked for directions telling me whether to go east, west, north, or south,
at particular streets or landmarks.
3. I kept track of where I was in relationship to the sun (or moon) in the sky as I went.
4. I kept track of the relationship between where I was and the center of town.
5. As I drove, I made a mental note of the milage I travelled on different roads.
6. Before starting, I asked for directions telling me how far to go in terms of mileage.
7. I kept track of the relationship where I was and the next place where I had to change
direction.
8. I visualized a map or layout of the area in my mind as I drove.
9. I refereed to a published road map.
10. Before starting, I asked for directions telling me whether to turn right or left at particular
streets or landmarks.
11. Before starting, I asked for directions telling me how many streets to pass before making
each turn.
12. As I drove, I made a mental note of the number of streets I passed before making each
turn.
13. Before starting, I asked for a hand-drawn map of the area.
14. I made a mental note of landmarks, such as buildings or natural features that I passed
along the way.
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APPENDIX B:
SPATIAL ANXIETY SCALE
Lawton, C. A. (1994). Gender differences in wayfinding strategies: Relationship to spatial ability and spatial
anxiety. Sex roles, 30(11-12), 765-779.

The following sentences describe a series of situations you could find yourself in, or statements
which could be made about you. Rate the level of anxiety you think you would feel in each of
the situations. Use the following scale to rate your level of anxiety in the blank provided before
each statement. Write a one if you think you would experience anxiety "not at all"; write four if
you think you would experience "a fair amount" of anxiety, and so on. Rate the level of
agreement you feel about each general description statement as far as how well it applies to you.
Use the following scale to rate your level of agreement in the blank provided before each
statement. Write a one if you think the sentence describes you "not at all"; write four if you
think it describes you "a fair amount", and so on.
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APPENDIX B
LEVEL OF ANXIETY:
1
"Not at all"

2

3

4
"A fair amount”

5

6

7
"Very much"

1.____ Finding your way to an appointment in an area of a city or town with which you are not
familiar.
2.____ Finding your way out of a complex arrangement of offices that you have visited for the
first time.
3. ____Finding your way around in an unfamiliar mall.
4. ____Finding your way back to a familiar area after realizing you have made a wrong turn and
become lost while driving.
5. ____Pointing in the direction of a place outside that someone wants to get to and has asked
you for directions, when you are in a windowless room.
6. ____Locating your car in a very large parking lot or parking garage.
7. ____Leaving a store that you have been to for the first time and deciding which way to turn to
get to a destination.
8. ____Trying a new route that you think will be a shortcut without the benefit of a map.
9._____ Using maps to find your way.
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APPENDIX C:
VERBAL RECALL TASK
Verbal Recall Task: The participant will verbally recall any landmarks that they used during the wayfinding task
when navigating TO and FROM the destination. Mark the landmarks with an X as the participant verbally
recalls these landmarks and list any others that may not be included in the list.
#

Landmarks

TO

1 Biology Building

FROM

x

x

x

x

x

x

2 Gorgas Library
3 Clark Hall
4 Gorgas House
5 Ferg Plaza
6 Rowan Johnson Theater
7 Ten Hoor
8 Arts & Sciences Building
9 Lloyd
10 Morgan Hall
11 Bidgoodhall/Manderson
12 Mary Hewell Hall
13 Bruno Library
14 Visitor Parking Deck
15 Fee's Center
16 Student Services Center
17 BB Comer
18 Manly Hall
19 Sarah Moody Gallery of Art
20 Geology
21 Mary Herman Bryant Hall
22 Johnson
23 Colmon
24 Denny Chimes
25 Quad
Other
fresh foods

x

rogers

x

Sirk
SEC
shelby
nerk
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APPENDIX D:
WAYFINDING MEMORY TASK

:
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APPENDIX E
IRB APPROVAL
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